Welcome to Electronics!

We live in an amazingly high-tech world, surrounded by electronic gizmos and gadgets. Because our lives are so infused with electronics, everyone – engineers, educators, entrepreneurs, students, and artists alike – can greatly benefit from learning more about them. Understanding how to read schematics, solder, program, and build circuits instills a unique understanding of the world we live in; not to mention, hacking and making with electronics is just plain fun!

Through our tutorials and kits, we want to help make the world of electronics as approachable as possible. Anyone can (and should!) learn electronics. It’s just a matter of finding somewhere to start.

**Starter Tutorials**

Our tutorials explain, teach, and inspire electronics enthusiasts and beginners alike. We have a wide range of tutorials covering both basic electronics theory and project build examples. The tutorials are written by the experts, and they are filled with high-quality images to help you through. If you’re unsure of which tutorial to begin with, check out the [Starter Tutorials](#) section of this tutorial.

**Starter Kits**

On our [online retail store](#), we sell anything from beginner’s soldering kits to advanced development platforms. What better way to start learning than by *doing*? Our kits help explain basic electronics concepts, while also allowing you build something fun and functional. Find our recommended beginner kits in the [Starter Kits](#) section of this guide and start building!
Starter Tutorials

Our tutorials are all sorted into a series of categories: concepts, technologies, skills, hook-up guides, and projects. Each tutorial category builds upon the last.

Concept

Our concept tutorials cover the really low-level, nitty-gritty areas of electronics. This is stuff you might learn in an electronics class.

- What is a Circuit
- Serial Communication
- Voltage Dividers
- Voltage, Current, Resistance and Ohm’s Law

Technology

Technology tutorials speak specifically about the components, standards, and technologies which make all of this possible. You can learn how GPS works and how you might add it to your project. Or you can read all about resistors, diodes, and other basic electronics components.

- Accelerometer Basics
- What is an Arduino?
- Gyroscopes
- IR Communication

Skills
Electronics isn’t just about calculating currents, voltages, and resistances. You have to learn some (sweet) skills to build the stuff! Here are a few great places to start in the skills section:

- How to Use a Multimeter
- How to Power a Project
- Using Github
- Working with Wire

Hook-Ups

Are you looking for a quick primer on using a new Arduino shield or breakout board? This is what our hook-up guides are geared towards. These tutorials will usually include an explanation of a specific product as well as example schematics and code to get it quickly up and running. Check out some of these hook-up guides:

- Getting Started with pcDuino
- Using the OpenSegment
- Getting Started with the LilyPad MP3 Player
Projects

If you're seeking inspiration for projects of your own, check out some of the stuff we've done. These tutorials are detailed enough that you can follow along and build an exact replica. Or you can riff on our project, improve it, and make it your own. These should serve as a few great starter project tutorials:

- LilyPad Design Kit Experiment 1: Lighting Up a Basic Circuit
- MP3 Player Shield Music Box
- Creating a Humidor Control Box
- The Uncertain 7-Cube
Articles

If we write a tutorial that just doesn’t fit any of the above categories, we’ll stick it in the articles section. Here you’ll find stuff like how to navigate FCC requirements or how we assemble our products. These are good reads and contain important information for someone out there…

Starter Kits

We want to get everyone out there as geeked out on electronics as we are. Our starter kits are well-documented, easy to understand, and fun!

You could pick up a soldering kit, and make the classic Simon memory game or a Big-Time watch.

If you’re looking to avoid the soldering iron for now, check out the SparkFun Inventor’s Kit. This is a beginner’s electronics kit, which features an Arduino microcontroller. You’ll quickly be blinking
LEDs, spinning motors, and scrolling messages on LCDs. It includes a well-illustrated reference manual to guide you through all of the experiments.

Electronics doesn't always have to mean soldering, wiring, and breadboarding. We’re also really into **wearable electronics** (e-textiles), an amazing melding of both sewing and electronics. Using conductive thread we can sew battery packs, LEDs, and microcontrollers into fabric to light up backpacks, dresses, jackets, or whatever. Our [LilyPad ProtoSnap](https://example.com/lilypad-protosnap) is perfect for quickly prototyping and testing an e-textiles circuit before breaking it apart and sewing it into place.
For more starter kits, check out the [kits category](#) on our store!

**Starter Classes**

Our passion for teaching electronics extends beyond the computer screen. We have a classroom in our headquarters (in Boulder, CO, USA) to teach a few workshops, and we’ve also been known to take the show on the road as well.

In the summer of 2013, we’ll be embarking on a [national tour](#), spreading our electronics gospel throughout the country. For each stop on the tour we’ll be teaching one of three workshops:

**Intro to Arduino**

Go from blinking an LED to virtual prototyping in seven hours and still have time to eat lunch! This class is for anyone who has never played around with Arduino before and those who have played around a little bit but aren’t entirely sure about how the basics work. It’s easier than you think! We will put together basic single component electrical circuits, learn about analog and digital, input and output, basic programming concepts, practice very basic Serial communication, and briefly cover basic virtual prototyping. In case you haven’t noticed the key word here is basic.
PicoBoard and Scratch Programming

Combining Scratch – a freeware, drag-and-drop, block-programming environment – and the PicoBoard, students as young as five can learn how to integrate sensors into projects. They will learn things like how to use a light sensor to control the background of their animation, use a slider to control the speed of their character, and how to create their own sensors. Along the way they will also learn fundamental concepts like how the electricity functions in these sensors.

E-Textiles and Arduino
Wearable electronics (sometimes called e-textiles) is one of the latest trends in the embedded electronics world. With the ProtoSnap LilyPad Development Board, you'll be introduced to sewable electronics through the LilyPad system, a technology developed through a partnership between SparkFun and MIT Professor Leah Buechley. This workshop includes everything you need to get students programming and sewing their own LilyPad creations.

Visit our [Classes](#) page for information on upcoming events. We teach anything from [squishy circuits](#) (learning electronics with conductive play-doh) to [how to design a circuit board](#).
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